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Abstract

Many previous works demonstrated that exist-001
ing multi-hop reading comprehension datasets002
(e.g., HotpotQA) contain reasoning shortcuts,003
where the questions can be answered with-004
out performing multi-hop reasoning. Recently,005
several multi-hop datasets have been proposed006
to solve the reasoning shortcut problem or007
evaluate the internal reasoning process. How-008
ever, the design of the reasoning chain for009
comparison questions in R4C and 2WikiMul-010
tiHopQA does not fully explain the answer;011
meanwhile, MuSiQue only focuses on bridge012
questions. Therefore, it is unclear about the013
ability of a model to perform step-by-step rea-014
soning when finding an answer for a com-015
parison question that requires comparison and016
numerical reasoning skills. To evaluate the017
model completely in a hierarchical manner, we018
first propose a dataset, HieraDate, created by019
reusing and enhancing two previous multi-hop020
datasets, HotpotQA and 2WikiMultiHopQA.021
Our dataset focuses on comparison questions022
on date information that require multi-hop rea-023
soning for solving. We then evaluate the abil-024
ity of existing models to understand date at025
three levels: extraction, reasoning, and robust-026
ness. Our experimental results reveal that the027
multi-hop models fail at the reasoning level.028
Comparison reasoning and numerical reason-029
ing (e.g., subtraction) are key challenges that030
need to be addressed in future works.031

1 Introduction032

Multi-hop machine reading comprehension (MRC)033

requires a model to read and aggregate information034

from multiple paragraphs to answer a given ques-035

tion (Welbl et al., 2018). Several datasets have been036

proposed for the task, such as HotpotQA (Yang037

et al., 2018) and 2WikiMultiHopQA1 (Ho et al.,038

2020). Although the proposed models show039

promising performances, previous studies (Jiang040

and Bansal, 2019; Chen and Durrett, 2019; Min041

1For brevity, we use 2Wiki to denote 2WikiMultiHopQA.

Figure 1: Example of a question in our dataset.

et al., 2019a; Tang et al., 2021) have demonstrated 042

that existing multi-hop datasets contain reasoning 043

shortcuts, in which case the model can answer the 044

question without performing multi-hop reasoning. 045

Specifically, using adversarial examples, Jiang 046

and Bansal (2019) showed that multi-hop questions 047

can be solved by matching the words in a question 048

with a sentence in context. Chen and Durrett (2019) 049

and Min et al. (2019a) designed a sentence-factored 050

model and a single-hop BERT-based model, respec- 051

tively, to test the necessity for multi-hop reasoning. 052

By design, these models did not possess the ability 053

to answer multi-hop questions; however, the results 054

indicated that they could answer a large number 055

of examples. Although these studies demonstrate 056

the existence of reasoning shortcuts, they do not 057

clarify in detail the internal reasoning processes of 058

the question-answering (QA) process. 059

In general, there are two main types of questions 060

in previous multi-hop datasets: bridge and compar- 061

ison. Tang et al. (2021) explored the sub-questions 062

in the QA process for model evaluation. However, 063
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they only used the bridge questions in HotpotQA.064

Min et al. (2019a) showed that comparison ques-065

tions have fewer reasoning shortcuts than bridge066

questions. We argue that the multi-hop reasoning067

ability of a model remains unclear when evaluated068

on examples that do not ensure the requirement069

of multi-hop reasoning. On the other hand, based070

on the classification of comparison questions in071

Min et al. (2019a) and through manual analysis, we072

observe that most comparison questions on date in-073

formation require multi-hop reasoning for solving.074

HotpotQA only provides sentence-level support-075

ing facts (SFs) to explain the answer, whereas076

2Wiki provides both sentence-level SFs and evi-077

dence information. The evidence is a set of triples.078

For example, for the question in Figure 1, the evi-079

dence is about the date of birth and date of death of080

two people, e.g., (Maceo Anderson, date of birth,081

September 3, 1910). We argue that simply requir-082

ing the models to detect a set of triples, in this case,083

cannot explain the answer for the question and can-084

not describe the full path from question to answer;085

additional operations including calculations and086

comparisons need to be performed to obtain the087

final answer.088

Motivated by the example in Figure 1, we orga-089

nize the sub-questions and adversarial questions090

into three levels: extraction, reasoning, and ro-091

bustness, to evaluate of the ability of the existing092

multi-hop models to understand date information.093

Figure 1 depicts an example of a comparison ques-094

tion in our dataset. In this study, we aim to answer095

the following questions: (1) Extraction level: Does096

the model know how to obtain the date information097

(e.g., date of birth)? (2) Reasoning level: Does098

the model know how to calculate the age given the099

two dates (date of birth and death)? Can the model100

compare two dates or two ages to obtain the an-101

swer? (3) Robustness level: Can the model answer102

correctly if the question is slightly modified (e.g.,103

flip the answer)?104

We first propose a dataset, HieraDate, created105

by reusing and enhancing two existing multi-hop106

datasets, HotpotQA and 2Wiki. As the first step of107

the proof of concept, we focus on understanding108

the date information through comparison questions109

because this information is easy to handle and con-110

trol. Moreover, our comparison questions on the111

date information ensure that multi-hop reasoning112

is required. We then evaluate the ability of existing113

multi-hop models to understand the date informa-114

tion in our dataset. Additionally, we obtain human 115

performance on 100 random samples in our dataset. 116

Experimental results reveal that the existing 117

multi-hop models can perform well at the extrac- 118

tion and robustness levels but completely fail at 119

the reasoning level, including both comparison and 120

numerical reasoning. The predicted answers are 121

incorrect for 88.3% and 89.7% of the samples, for 122

comparison questions and numerical questions, re- 123

spectively, although the corresponding main multi- 124

hop questions are answered correctly. These re- 125

sults demonstrate that the main issue in existing 126

multi-hop models is the deficiency in comparison 127

reasoning and numerical reasoning. Moreover, the 128

human annotation scores indicate that our dataset 129

is sufficiently good for evaluation. 130

2 Related Work 131

There are several multi-hop datasets, includ- 132

ing those constructed using knowledge bases 133

(e.g., WikiHop (Welbl et al., 2018) and Com- 134

plexWebQuestion (Talmor and Berant, 2018)) and 135

those created through crowdsourcing (e.g., Hot- 136

potQA (Yang et al., 2018) and R4C (Inoue et al., 137

2020)). MuSiQue (Trivedi et al., 2021) was pro- 138

posed recently, although their experiments showed 139

that MuSiQue is less cheatable than HotpotQA and 140

2Wiki, it contains only bridge questions. Wolf- 141

son et al. (2020) proposed a Break dataset with 142

the question decomposition meaning representa- 143

tion (QDMR) information. They annotate QDMR 144

for samples in HotpotQA. Our dataset is different 145

from Break, where we have both sub-questions and 146

sub-answers; meanwhile, they only provide a list 147

of steps (sub-questions). 148

There are several datasets related to numerical 149

reasoning, such as DROP (Dua et al., 2019) and 150

NOAHQA (Zhang et al., 2021). Our dataset is dif- 151

ferent from these datasets, to the best of our knowl- 152

edge, our dataset is the first dataset that combines 153

both numerical reasoning and multi-hop reasoning. 154

There are two previous works (Tang et al., 2021; 155

Al-Negheimish et al., 2021) that are similar to ours. 156

Tang et al. (2021) evaluated the previous models on 157

the bridge questions in HotpotQA. Our work differs 158

because we focus on comparison questions and 159

organize the information in a hierarchical manner. 160

Al-Negheimish et al. (2021) evaluated the previous 161

models on the DROP dataset to test their numerical 162

reasoning ability. However, they did not investigate 163

the internal reasoning processes of these models. 164
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Split Main Extraction Comparison Reasoning Combined Reasoning Robustness Total

dev 549 1346 425 (x2) 124 (x3) 549 3666
test 549 1346 425 (x2) 124 (x3) 549 3666
train 8745 21340 6820 (x2) 1925 (x3) 8745 58245

Table 1: Our dataset information.

3 Dataset Construction165

We briefly describe the two existing multi-hop166

datasets, HotpotQA and 2Wiki. We then describe167

the generation of our dataset.168

HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018): HotpotQA, cre-169

ated through crowdsourcing, includes two main170

types of questions: bridge and comparison. Unlike171

previous datasets, a set of sentence-level SFs in-172

formation is introduced in HotpotQA, which facili-173

tates explainable reasoning by the system. Because174

of the dataset construction procedure, there is no175

available information in HotpotQA that can be used176

to generate sub-questions.177

2WikiMultiHopQA (Ho et al., 2020): 2Wiki178

was created using Wikipedia articles and Wikidata179

triples. Similar to HotpotQA, it includes two main180

types of questions: bridge and comparison. In181

2Wiki, the authors introduced evidence informa-182

tion that can be used to explain the reasoning chain183

from question to answer. We used this information184

for generating sub-questions in our dataset.185

Our Dataset: We first filtered the samples by se-186

lecting only the comparison questions in HotpotQA187

and 2Wiki. We then used a set of keywords, such as188

born first and lived longer, to obtain a set of ques-189

tions on the date information. For dev and train,190

respectively, we obtained 114 and 878 samples in191

HotpotQA, and 984 and 8745 samples in 2Wiki.192

In 2Wiki, we used the evidence and Wikidata193

IDs (available in 2Wiki) to automatically gener-194

ate sub-questions and sub-answers for two levels:195

extraction and reasoning. We observed that nine196

phrases (e.g., born first) could cover all the ques-197

tions, and used these phrases to generate the robust-198

ness questions. In HotpotQA, we first filtered the199

distractor paragraphs and retained only two gold200

paragraphs for annotation. We then used Spacy201

to extract the entities in the questions. Further,202

we manually annotated the date with two formats:203

string and dictionary. Finally, we processed the204

annotated samples to generate all questions at three205

levels: extraction, reasoning, and robustness. It is 206

noted that we used only the dev set in HotpotQA. 207

We combined the dev sets in HotpotQA and 208

2Wiki to create the dev and test sets in our dataset. 209

We used the train set in 2Wiki as the training set 210

of our dataset. Table 1 lists the number of samples 211

at each level and each subset in our dataset. Our 212

dataset includes two main types of questions: ques- 213

tions that require both date-of-birth and date-of- 214

death information (e.g., “who lived longer”), and 215

those that require only the date-of-birth or date-of- 216

death information (e.g., “who was born first”). We 217

call the first type combined reasoning because it re- 218

quires both types of reasoning: comparison and nu- 219

merical (Figure 1). The second type is called com- 220

parison reasoning (Figure 2) because it requires 221

only comparison reasoning. 222

4 Experiments 223

We first briefly introduce the top-performing mod- 224

els used in our experiments. Further, we present the 225

results of these models and the human performance 226

results. Finally, we analyze the results. 227

Models: As the existing models cannot perform 228

on all the three levels, we evaluate these models as 229

two groups: one focusing on comparison reasoning 230

(e.g., the SAE and HGN models) and the other fo- 231

cusing on numerical reasoning (e.g., the NumNet+ 232

model). SAE (Tu et al., 2020) and HGN (Fang 233

et al., 2020) were designed to deal with HotpotQA, 234

whereas NumNet+ (Ran et al., 2019) was designed 235

to deal with DROP (Dua et al., 2019). All these 236

three models can perform on the extraction as well 237

as robustness levels. By design, SAE and HGN 238

can address yes/no questions; therefore, they can 239

perform on yes/no questions in the comparison rea- 240

soning level. Meanwhile, NumNet+ cannot address 241

yes/no questions, but can deal with numerical rea- 242

soning questions (Appendix B.1). 243

Results: Table 2 presents the results of the exist- 244

ing models on the test set of our dataset. The results 245

indicate that both SAE and HGN perform well at 246
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Model
Main Extraction Reasoning Robustness

EM F1 EM F1 EM (num) EM (compare) EM F1

SAE 69.76 77.78 82.99 84.73 5 59.14 69.22 77.82
HGN 66.85 76.15 94.58 96.14 5 52.98 71.95 81.64
NumNet+ 67.94 71.57 1.26 47.93 8.21 (F1) 5 69.58 71.91

Human (average) 94.00 94.90 99.16 99.53 100 98.06 95.5 95.9
Human UB 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Table 2: Results (%) of the previous models on the test set of our dataset. Num denotes numerical reasoning and
compare denotes comparison reasoning. Human UB represents the human upper bound.

the extraction level, but their results for comparison247

reasoning are not as good. As all questions in the248

comparison reasoning level are yes/no questions,249

the random score is 50%. In this case, the HGN250

score is close to the chance score. At the robustness251

level, the results are comparable with those of the252

main multi-hop questions. This can be explained253

by the fact that the patterns of the main multi-hop254

questions and robustness questions are similar.255

The results of the main multi-hop questions and256

robustness questions are comparable for the Num-257

Net+ model as well. However, the model fails258

completely at the extraction and reasoning levels.259

At the extraction level, the model could not predict260

the complete span of the date, including the year,261

month, and day, but could predict the year. For262

numerical reasoning, there are two methods to con-263

vert our dataset to the format of the DROP dataset264

when dealing with the age. (1) The age is retained265

at three levels: year, month, and day; we refer to266

this as the date format. (2) Only the year of the age267

is retained; we refer to this as the number format.268

Through experiments, we observed that NumNet+269

could not subtract two dates, but could subtract270

two numbers. In Table 2, we present the results of271

the date format. When the dataset is converted to272

the number format, the EM score on the numerical273

reasoning level is 21.8%.274

Human Performance: We randomly selected275

100 samples from the test set for human annota-276

tion. Each sample was annotated by two graduate277

students. We provided the context and a list of278

questions to the students; the results are depicted279

in Table 2. It can be observed that the human upper280

bound is 100% for all the scores. However, the281

human average is slightly low. On manually inves-282

tigating the reason for this low human average, we283

found that the students made mistakes in several284

examples, which are answerable and reasonable. 285

This indicates that our dataset is sufficiently good 286

for evaluation. 287

Analyses: We analyzed each level separately to 288

determine the capability of the models. We exam- 289

ined the number of cases where the predicted main 290

multi-hop answer was correct, but the predicted an- 291

swer for each level was incorrect. Table 4 depicts 292

the number of samples where the sub-questions 293

are incorrectly answered, but the predicted main 294

multi-hop answer is correct. In 89.7% of the sam- 295

ples, the numerical question was answered incor- 296

rectly, but the main multi-hop question was cor- 297

rectly answered; for comparison questions, it is 298

88.3%. These results indicate that the models com- 299

pletely fail in comparison and numerical reasoning 300

when answering date questions. Although there are 301

only 28.2% incorrectly answered robustness ques- 302

tions when the predicted main multi-hop answer is 303

correct, it does not prove the multi-hop reasoning 304

capability of the model because the robustness level 305

depends on the extraction and reasoning levels. 306

5 Conclusion 307

We proposed a new dataset for comprehensively 308

evaluating the ability of existing models to un- 309

derstand date information. We evaluated the top- 310

performing multi-hop models on our dataset. Ex- 311

perimental results and analyses revealed that these 312

models could not perform numerical reasoning and 313

comparison reasoning, although the corresponding 314

multi-hop questions were correctly answered. 315

For future work, we intend to use model expla- 316

nation techniques and build a model that performs 317

all the reasoning steps to discover which features 318

that the model uses to answer the questions. We 319

also intend to use the hierarchical manner in our 320

dataset to apply for other types of questions. 321
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A Dataset Details444

Date Format: Wikidata uses a zero value for the445

dates that miss the month value or day value. In446

reality, we have no date with month-0 and day-0;447

therefore, we use a default value (1) for the dates448

that miss the month value or day value.449

Question Types: As mentioned above, there are450

two main types of questions in our dataset: com-451

bined reasoning (Figure 1) and comparison reason-452

ing (Figure 2). One combined reasoning sample453

has one main multi-hop question, four extraction454

questions, two numerical reasoning questions, one455

comparison question, and one robustness question.456

Meanwhile, one comparison reasoning sample has457

one main multi-hop question, two extraction ques-458

tions, two comparison questions, and one robust-459

ness question.460

After obtaining all samples from HotpotQA and461

2Wiki, there are only 11.3% of combined questions462

in the total number of examples. Therefore, we use463

some rules and heuristics to automatically convert464

samples that satisfy the requirements to become465

combined reasoning questions. In the current ver-466

sion of the dataset, there are 22.1% of combined467

questions.468

Figure 2: Example of a question in our dataset.

Numerical Reasoning Issue: In reality, in some469

cases, the paragraph can contain age information,470

e.g., “He died in 1981 at the age of 90”. In this471

case, the model does not need to perform numerical472

reasoning. We used rules, then manually checked,473

and found that there are 13 paragraphs in a total of474

248 paragraphs (124 examples) in the test set that475

the age information is available.476

Dataset Versions: We released two versions of 477

the dataset: one with a “normal setting” including 478

only two gold paragraphs that serve as the context, 479

and the other with a “distractor setting” having 480

ten paragraphs including two gold paragraphs and 481

eight distractor paragraphs. In this study, we eval- 482

uated the previous models on the “normal setting” 483

version. 484

B Experiments 485

B.1 Model 486

NumNet: There are some versions of the Num- 487

Net model; in our experiment, we use the NumNet+ 488

version2. There are two ways to convert the extrac- 489

tion level questions in our dataset to the format of 490

the DROP dataset. One is to use a span format, 491

and another one is to use a date format; in our 492

experiment, we use the span format. 493

B.2 Evaluation on DecompRC 494

We also evaluate a question decomposition system 495

(DecompRC (Min et al., 2019b)) in our dataset. We 496

use the original code3 to evaluate the comparison 497

questions in our dataset. In DecompRC, the multi- 498

hop question is decomposed into two sub-questions 499

and one operator question by using heuristics and 500

rules. However, the heuristics and rules cannot 501

cover all cases where the name entities are am- 502

biguous. We use DecompRC to decompose 549 503

samples on the test set of our dataset, but it can 504

decompose only 504 samples. We evaluate Decom- 505

pRC on these 504 samples. 506

We do not evaluate the DecompRC system at the 507

reasoning level because DecompRC only performs 508

rules to obtain the final answer for comparison rea- 509

soning and numerical reasoning questions. The 510

results are presented in Table 3. The main reason 511

why the scores of the main multi-hop questions and 512

the robustness questions are low is the predicted op- 513

erator. The predicted operator is very important for 514

the final answer, but many predicted operators are 515

incorrect. For example, for the question “Who was 516

born later, person A or person B?”, the operator 517

should be “Which is greater”, but the DecompRC 518

system often predicts “Which is true”. 519

2https://github.com/llamazing/numnet_
plus

3https://github.com/shmsw25/DecompRC
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Model
Main Extraction Reasoning Robustness

EM F1 EM F1 EM (num) EM (compare) EM F1

DecompRC 44.64 47.26 82.60 83.94 5 5 38.89 40.16

Table 3: Results (%) of the DecompRC system on the test set of our dataset. Num denotes numerical reasoning
and compare denotes comparison reasoning.

Model Level #Samples Incorrect_sub/correct_main %

SAE
Extraction 549 99 / 383 25.85
Reasoning (compare) 549 262 / 383 68.41
Robustness 549 108 / 383 28.20

HGN
Extraction 549 17 / 367 4.63
Reasoning (compare) 549 324 / 367 88.28
Robustness 549 96 / 367 26.16

NumNet+
Extraction 549 372 / 373 99.73
Reasoning (num) 124 61 / 68 89.71
Robustness 549 66 / 373 17.69

Table 4: Number of samples where the sub-questions are incorrectly answered, but the predicted main multi-hop
answer is correct.

B.3 Analyses520

Table 4 presents the information of our analysis for521

three levels of the three models. One sample can522

have two sub-questions in the comparison reason-523

ing level or the numerical reasoning level. Suppose524

one of two sub-questions is incorrect and the pre-525

dicted main multi-hop answer is correct; in that526

case, we count the sample into the total number527

of samples where the sub-questions are incorrectly528

answered, but the predicted main multi-hop answer529

is correct.530

On the leaderboard of HotpotQA4, SAE per-531

forms better than HGN. We also observe this be-532

havior in our dataset. In HGN, there are 88.3%533

of samples where the comparison question is in-534

correct, but the main multi-hop question is correct.535

However, the percentage drops in SAE, it is only536

68.4%. One interesting point is that there are only537

4.6% of samples where the extraction question is538

incorrect, but the main multi-hop question is cor-539

rect in HGN. However, the percentage is 25.8% in540

SAE. This indicates that HGN is better than SAE541

at the extraction level.542

Table 5 presents some error cases of the previous543

models on the test set of our dataset. In the first544

two examples, we can see that the models do not545

4https://hotpotqa.github.io/

have the ability to compare two dates. In examples 546

#3 and #4, we can observe that the models do not 547

have the ability to calculate the age from the two 548

dates. In some cases, the models can calculate the 549

age by simplifying subtract two years of the two 550

dates. In example #5, we observe that the models 551

can answer the main multi-hop question correctly, 552

although they do not know what the date of death 553

of a person is. 554
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Context Main question Sub-questions

Paragraph A: Lotte Backes (May
2, 1901 - May 12, 1990) was a
German pianist, . . .
Paragraph B: Willem van Haecht
(1593 – 12 July 1637) was a
Flemish painter best known for his
pictures . . .

Q: Who died first,
Lotte Backes or
Willem van Haecht?
Predicted answer:
Willem van Haecht 3

Q1: Does May 12, 1990 come before
July 12, 1637?
Predicted 1: yes 5

Q2: Does May 12, 1990 come after
July 12, 1637?
Predicted 2: yes 3

Paragraph A: Taiwo Afolabi
(born April 29, 1962), is a
Nigerian business magnate . . .
Paragraph B: Claudio O’Connor
(born April 28, 1963 in Llavallol,
Buenos Aires Province) is a thrash
metal . . .

Q: Who was born
later, Taiwo Afolabi or
Claudio O’Connor?
Predicted answer:
Claudio O’Connor 3

Q1: Does April 29, 1962 come before
April 28, 1963?
Predicted 1: no 5

Q2: Does April 29, 1962 come after
April 28, 1963?
Predicted 2: no 3

Paragraph A: Andrzej
Markowski (22 August 1924 – 30
October 1986) was a Polish
composer and conductor. . . .
Paragraph B: François Missoffe
(13 October 1919 in Toulon,
France – 28 August 2003 in
Rouen) was a French politician
and diplomat. . . .

Q: Who lived longer,
Andrzej Markowski or
François Missoffe?
Predicted answer:
François Missoffe 3

Q1: How old is Andrzej Markowski?
Predicted 1: 1924 5

Q2: How old is François Missoffe?
Predicted 2: 1919 5

Q3: Is a 62-year-2-month-8-day-old
person older than a
83-year-10-month-15-day-old person?
Predicted 3: yes 5

Paragraph A: Dyson Carter
(February 2, 1910 – 1996) was a
Canadian scientist, lecturer, writer,
. . .
Paragraph B: Arne Kotte (20
March 1935 – 8 July 2015) was a
Norwegian footballer who played
as a forward. . . .

Q: Who lived longer,
Dyson Carter or Arne
Kotte?
Predicted answer:
Dyson Carter 3

Q1: How old is Dyson Carter?
Predicted 1: 1910 5

Q2: How old is Arne Kotte?
Predicted 2: 80 (number format) 3

Q3: Is a 85-year-10-month-30-day-old
person younger than a
80-year-3-month-18-day-old person?
Predicted 3: yes 5

Paragraph A: Oliver A. Unger
(August 28, 1914 – March 27,
1981) was an award- winning
American film producer,
distributor, . . .
Paragraph B: Ross Story (16
January 1920 – 9 May 1991),
always known as Ross or C. R.
Story, was a farmer and politician
. . .

Q: Who died later,
Oliver A. Unger or
Ross Story?
Predicted answer:
Ross Story 3

Q1: What is the death date of Oliver A.
Unger?
Predicted 1: 9 May 1991 5

Q2: What’s the death date of Ross
Story?
Predicted 2: 9 May 1991 3

Q3: Does March 27, 1981 come before
May 09, 1991?
Predicted 3: yes 3

Q4: Does March 27, 1981 come after
May 09, 1991?
Predicted 4: no 3

Table 5: Error cases of the previous models on our dataset. It is noted that there are no existing models that can
perform on all the three levels. The results in examples #3 and #4 are from the two models HGN and NumNet+.
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